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settings in detail on our Privacy Policy Page. Tape Roll, Drum for 1", 1. Clear Plastic. Wider grip
at Top of clip Minimum Order Quantity: 3. What is Powerview? Benefits of App, Remote Control.
If your internal lifting strings are broken, you also need to buy the 0. Intelligent, Convenient.
Commonly used to restring: honeycomb, cellular, roman, roller shades. Polyester fiber - resists
effects of sunlight better than nylons and mono-filaments. Small diameter makes it
inconspicuous. All cords are braided to minimize stretch and reduce friction. Total length 9
inches. Use to threat cord, strings thru fabric stack honeycomb, pleated UV Resistance.
Headrail size: 1. D shaped hole Headrail size: 1" x 1" Gray Plastic Body. HEX shaped hole
Headrail size: 1. Metal Shaft. Not all the way thru. Custom Finish, High End Quality. Custom
Finish. Toggle navigation. Remote Control. Do you have a Powerview HUB? Restring KIT. Tilter,
Tilt Control, Wand. Cord Lock, Ultraglide. Cord, String, Chain, Loop. Clutch, End Cap. Tape Roll,
Drum, Cradle, Spool. Tassel, Condenser, Handle. Cord Guide, Washer, Grommet. Cord Cleat,
Cord Tensioner. Brackets, Screws, Wedges. Traverse Rod, Hook, Carrier. Valance Clip. Motor,
Circuit Board. Low Profile. Hunter Douglas. Restring Record KIT for shade. Vertical End Control,
6 bead chain, Rectangle Shape. Vertical End Control, 6 bead chain. Tape Roll, Drum for Mini
Blind. Small D Hole. L-PWT-R 1. Transmission for Duette, Pleated, Honeycomb Shades.
Cordless Literise. Standard Size. Tilter Lock. Plastic Tassel Hunter Douglas. Trapezoid shape.
Remote Control Benefits? Remote Control v2. Round with CR Batteries. Hunter Douglas
Powerview. Restring Tool. FabricAcing Needle. Platinum Remote Control with Batteries. Dark
Color. Pack of 2. WALL mount. DP70 UV Resistance. Modified HEX hole. For Hunter Douglas
Blind. Wand Tilter 1. Wand Tilter 1" Mini Blind. D Hole. For Hunter Douglas blind. For Hunter

Douglas Vertical Blind. Wand Tilter for Mini Blind,1. HEX Hole. For Hunter Douglas Paramount
Blind. Plastic body w metal shaft. Professional Repair Company, please contact us for parts not
listed here. Your blinds and shades have unique parts and mechanisms depending on which
type of window covering you have. SelectBlinds Canada does not sell individual parts. Thus,
this page is for educational purposes only. Horizontal blind mounting brackets are easily
installed on the wall via the side holes or the ceiling via the top holes. These brackets are the
same for inside or outside mounts. One side is hinged for easy blind installation. These
brackets allow outside mounted blinds and shades to be extended further away from the wall.
The lift cord mechanism adjusts the height of your horizontal blinds, and is found inside the
headrail. A center support bracket is used to help support large blinds. It is mounted to the
ceiling or wall to support the middle of the headrail. Hold down brackets are mounted to the
door or wall and attach to the window covering. They are used to secure the bottom of the
covering. Vertical blinds headrail for the "outside mount" have an L-shaped piece that mounts
to the wall with a small flange that attaches to the blind headrail. Inside mount only requires the
flange to be sent. Because of the light weight of the blind and the easy sliding motion there is
not a lot of stress put on the mounting hardware. The small flange is mounted directly into the
ceiling or top of the window sill to mount the vertical blinds. To install mounting brackets for
your honeycomb shades, screw the bracket to the wall through the back holes for an outside
mount. If you want an inside mount, simply use the holes on the top. First, tilt the headrail.
Then, press the back of the headrail into the brackets and snap it into place. The inside
mounting brackets for roller shades should be screwed into the wall with the
easy-mount-slide-in-slot bracket is on the left. To securely mount the brackets, use two screws
per side. Insert your shade in by sliding it in and down. They have holes on the sides and top so
you can choose where to mount. The roller shade spring mechanism consists of two pieces,
both of which are concealed unless your shades are taken apart. The spring side raises and
lowers the shade. The fixed side works to hold the spring in place when you adjust the height of
your blinds. SelectBlinds Canada does not sell individual parts; however, if you need a part
replaced and bought your roller shades with us, we will you send you a replacement part. A
cord hold down is used to secure continuous cord loops, such as on roller and bamboo shades.
It prevents the cord from dangling, and makes them more child-safe. Rated 4. Blinds and
shades parts Menu. Mounting bracket Horizontal blind mounting brackets are easily installed on
the wall via the side holes or the ceiling via the top holes. View 1 View 2 Extension bracket
These brackets allow outside mounted blinds and shades to be extended further away from the
wall. View 1 View 2 Hold down bracket Mount hold down brackets to walls or doors to secure
the bottom of your blind or shade. View 1 View 2 Lift cord mechanism The lift cord mechanism
adjusts the height of your horizontal blinds, and is found inside the headrail. View 1 View 2
Center support bracket A center support bracket is used to help support large blinds. View 1
View 2 Hold down bracket Hold down brackets are mounted to the door or wall and attach to the
window covering. Valance Clip. Horizontal blind tilter mechanism. View 1 View 2 Tilter
mechanism. View 1 View 2 Large mounting bracket Vertical blinds headrail for the "outside
mount" have an L-shaped piece that mounts to the wall with a small flange that attaches to the
blind headrail. View 1 View 2 Small Mounting bracket Vertical blinds headrail for the "outside
mount" have an L-shaped piece that mounts to the wall with a small flange that attaches to the
blind headrail. Honeycomb Shades. View 1 View 2 Mounting bracket To install mounting
brackets for your honeycomb shades, screw the bracket to the wall through the back holes for
an outside mount. Mounting bracket for cordless and continuous cord loop. View 1 View 2
Spring roller shade inside mounting bracket The inside mounting brackets for roller shades
should be screwed into the wall with the easy-mount-slide-in-slot bracket is on the left. View 1
View 2 Spring roller mechanism The roller shade spring mechanism consists of two pieces,
both of which are concealed unless your shades are taken apart. Roller shade mounting
bracket. Chain and cord roller mounting bracket. Roller shade chain and cord mechanism.
Roller shade chain and cord hold down A cord hold down is used to secure continuous cord
loops, such as on roller and bamboo shades. View 1 View 2 Ceiling Mounting bracket. View 1
View 2 Mounting bracket. Note its essential parts and names, as this is how they are most
commonly known. This type of blind may vary greatly in materials used, but its basic parts and
functions are the same. In this article we will examine these parts and functions related to the
diagram :. Not pictured in this diagram example is a wand control. Wand control on a vertical
blind replaces the control end, the pull cord, and the tilt chain. Wand controls are connected to
the leading carrier and control both the traversing of the vanes, as well as the tilting of them. In
this article we will examine these parts and functions related to the diagram : A: Headrail
sometimes called a track or header, is usually made of extruded aluminum, but can also be
made of other types of metal, and even polymer material. Inside the headrail is grooved in such

a way as to hold the traversing parts. B: Vanes also called slats, louvers, or blades, are made of
vinyl, or fabric. Vinyl vanes are most common these days as they can be made in a huge variety
of textures, styles and colors. Fabric vanes are made with a sewn in weight on the bottom to
keep them taught, but they can also be inserted into a channel panel , also known as a groover.
C: Control End Control ends enclose the string and chain. These do wear out as they have
pulleys for the string and a gear for the chain, which can fail over time. D: Tilt Chain The chain is
what tilts the vanes back and forth and can be looped, or appear as 2 pieces hanging down,
sometimes with tassels on the end. Control ends do wear out, and so does the string and chain.
E: Pull Cord The pull cord, or string, is what traverses the vanes back and forth in the headrail.
String does wear out, and can be replaced with a little effort and the proper instruction. F:
Carrier Carriers are gear assemblies that traverse within the headrail. They hold the stem which
attaches to the vane. The gears inside are what rotate the vane back and forth when the chain is
pulled. They do break and very hard to replace for the average person. Especially considering
finding the exact one for your particular headrail can be a daunting task, and also, if one has
failed, it is likely that others are soon to follow. We recommend buying a new headrail when
these start to go. G: Stem The stem, as stated above, is what is integrated into the carrier.
Stems also break and are only replace-able if they are not integrated into the carrier. Vertical
Blind Stack Positions. Vertical Blind Valance Types. The names listed in this blind diagram,
appear as they are commonly known, but can vary based on the manufacturer of the blind, and
what part of the world it was made in. The difference in materials is most notable in the slats.
With horizontal blinds, wood, faux wood, or aluminum are the most common. The type of wood
most commonly used is basswood because of its low cost, stability and its nice appearance
when stained. Other woods used can be other hard woods like oak, ash and mahogany, but
much less so due to their high cost. Valances come in many shapes and sizes and are usually
held on by plastic valance clips. Please visit Blind-Slats Instructions page for more information.
Previous Next. View Larger Image. The two main systems involved in blind function are: The lift
system â€” which includes the cord lock, various plastic buttons or washers, and tassels to
grab when lifting. Cord locks have a latching system which utilizes the weight of the slats to
operate it, catching the strings. The lift strings go
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down through holes in the headrail, through the slats, and then tie off at the bottom rail. Take a
close look at the blind diagram, or a blind in your home to see observe the lift system
functionality. The blind diagram shows a wand tilt. Cord tilt mechanism â€” where 2 pull strings
operate a tilt mechanism, rotating the slats. You can see a good visual of the different headrail
sizes HERE. Bottom rail shape, which are usually rectangle shade, or trapezoid. Bottom buttons
â€” there are several styles, the 2 most common are: Plug button, where the lift string is tied off
inside the bottom hole and the button plugs the hole. The blind diagram shows a plug button.
Tie off button, where the button has a hole where the lift string goes through when tied off.
Valance styles on horizontal blinds: Valances come in many shapes and sizes and are usually
held on by plastic valance clips. About the Author: Bret Major. Related Posts. How to Measure
for Valances. Toggle Sliding Bar Area. Go to Top.

